First Grade School Supply List  
2023-2024

1 plastic pencil box  
2 packs- Crayola crayons 24 CT  
1 pack- Crayola Watercolors 16 CT  
2 packs- Glue Sticks 2 CT  
2 packs- Pre Sharpened Pencils 24 CT or more  
1 pack- Polymer Erasers 3 CT

1 Round Tip Scissors  
1 personal pencil sharpener  
(4) Primary Composition Notebooks- Picture Space MUST BE Included

**Must have prongs**  
1 Green pronged plastic folder  
1 Blue pronged plastic folder  
1 Red pronged plastic folder

(2) 1" binders with clear cover  
3 reams of white copy paper  
2 packages of expo markers  
2 boxes of kleenex  
2 rolls of paper towels

Reusable water bottle

**Please label all supplies with your child’s name**